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Sometimes the most difficult thing about keeping a journal is
deciding what to write about. This book remedies this problem
with "thought-starters" such as "List five things that make you
happy", and "What was your first day of school like this year?"
Includes 19 full-color illustrations.

Fall River Line Journal
Their Eyes Were Watching God is a 1937 novel by AfricanAmerican writer Zora Neale Hurston. It is considered a classic
of the Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s, and it is likely
Hurston's best known work.

Eliza Cook's Journal
This Large (8.5 x 11, 200 pages) and Beautiful Monogram
Initial Letter "H" Dot Grid Journal has a soft to touch Matte
Paperback Cover, and is the perfect multi-purpose notebook
journal to customize for your personal needs. Keep track of
your daily activities as well as serving as a creative outlet.
This notebook is the perfect addition to any beginner crafter,
bullet journaling, artist, scholar, teacher or office for that
stylish look! Makes a great gift for kids, girls, boys, women
and men! Use this Blank Bullet Journal to create your own:
Creative lettering practice, exercise journal, self prompt book,
blank recipe journal, yoga keeper, planner, food log, health
and wellness tracker, couples, 5 year journal, happiness
journal, writing journal, pregnancy journal, 365 day journal,
reading journal, bible journal, instant pot recipe journal,
sketchbook, nocturnal journal, girls journal, mindfulness
journal, emotion tracker, hiking journal, zen journal, camping
notes, poetry, dream journal, freedom journal, vacation
journal, personal journal, 52 week journal, reflection notes,
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sketch journal and more! It's even perfect for quilters to keep
track of finished and unfinished sewing projects! Printed on
high quality stock and sized at 8.5" x 11," it is great for on the
go Whether it's planning your schedule or if you are going to
use it as a practice notebook for calligraphy, hand lettering or
drawing, this is the perfect journal! It also makes an amazing
Christmas, Birthday, Baby Shower, or Wedding gift! ***Click
on Author Link above to see other gorgeous custom Journals
and pretty Notebooks! (200 pages) The Book Contains:
Modern Monogram Initial Letter "H" Cover Premium matte
cover design Printed on high quality 60# interior stock (white)
Modern and trendy layout Perfectly sized at 8.5" x 11"

Chambers's Edinburgh journal, conducted by W.
Chambers. [Continued as] Chambers's Journal
of popular literature, science and arts
Appletons' Journal
Dot Grid Journal
In her own singularly beautiful style, Newbery Medal winner
Sharon Creech intricately weaves together two tales, one
funny, one bittersweet, to create a heartwarming, compelling,
and utterly moving story of love, loss, and the complexity of
human emotion. Thirteen-year-old Salamanca Tree Hiddle,
proud of her country roots and the "Indian-ness in her blood,"
travels from Ohio to Idaho with her eccentric grandparents.
Along the way, she tells them of the story of Phoebe
Winterbottom, who received mysterious messages, who met
a "potential lunatic," and whose mother disappeared. As Sal
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entertains her grandparents with Phoebe's outrageous story,
her own story begins to unfold—the story of a thirteen-year-old
girl whose only wish is to be reunited with her missing mother.

The Severed Moon
A special 20th anniversary edition of the beloved international
bestseller that changed millions of lives Maybe it was a
grandparent, or a teacher, or a colleague. Someone older,
patient and wise, who understood you when you were young
and searching, helped you see the world as a more profound
place, gave you sound advice to help you make your way
through it. For Mitch Albom, that person was Morrie Schwartz,
his college professor from nearly twenty years ago. Maybe,
like Mitch, you lost track of this mentor as you made your
way, and the insights faded, and the world seemed colder.
Wouldn't you like to see that person again, ask the bigger
questions that still haunt you, receive wisdom for your busy
life today the way you once did when you were younger?
Mitch Albom had that second chance. He reconnected with
Morrie in the last months of the older man's life. Knowing he
was dying, Morrie visited with Mitch in his study every
Tuesday, just as they used to back in college. Their rekindled
relationship turned into one final "class:" lessons in how to
live. Tuesdays with Morrie is a magical chronicle of their time
together, through which Mitch shares Morrie's lasting gift with
the world.

The London Literary Gazette and Journal of
Belles Lettres, Arts, Sciences, Etc
'Imani the tiny' the children tease her, but this young Maasai
girl is determined to touch the moon. Her mother shares
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stories of others who have overcome challenges and
managed great accomplishments always reminding Imani that
'it is only you who must believe.' This magical tale, with roots
in the tradition of the adumu, a cultural jumping dance, is one
strong and spirited girl's thrilling story.

The First 1000 Days
Whether you're noting a dream, a goal, or what the day might
bring, you can write your morning thoughts in this three-year
journal--and follow up in the evening with a reflective look
back on the day. Featuring inspiring quotes throughout, this
journal is organized by week, with morning thoughts on the
left page and evening reflections on the right.

Dreamer's Journal
Are you ready to take your spiritual practice to the next level
and manifest love and joy like you've never experienced
before? When we connect to the non-physical presence
beyond our visible sight, true miracles happen. Super
Attractor is a manifesto for making that connection and
marrying your spiritual life with your day-to-day experience. In
these pages, you'll learn to: - shift from occasional practising
to living a spiritual life every day - create a life filled with
purpose, happiness and freedom - release the past and live
without fear of the future - tap into the infinite source of
abundance, joy and wellbeing that is your birthright - bring
more light to your own life and the world around you Super
Attractor teaches us how to co-create the life we want, that
attracting is fun and that we don't have to work as hard to get
what we want. Most importantly, it shows us that when we
connect to our intuitive powers, we become a force of love in
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the world.

All about Me
You Meet You
Muse with the Moon is a creative book designed to interrupt
the hustle of everyday life, slow down, and inspire a more
meaningful and deliberate pace of living with the help of the
lunar cycle. Featuring gorgeous full-color illustrations
throughout, artist Jo Cauldrick's thoughtful journal pairs
insightful quotes with creative exercises and prompts that
spark self-reflection through writing, drawing, list-making, and
more. Divided into the eight phases of the moon, Jo highlights
the focus for each lunar phase: from setting New Moon
intentions to listing daily goals, affirmations and dreams. This
beautiful and intimate book will encourage you to center your
energy, slow down, and navigate the confusion and chaos of
daily life.

Confederate War Journal
Imani's Moon
The Nautical Magazine and Naval Chronicle a
Journal of Papers on Subjects Connected with
Maritime Affairs
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Sweet Dreams Sleep Kit
Through collages in text and art, the child is brought to the
conclusion that the most perfect machine is a human being.

Dwight's Journal of Music
What good can a splash of color do in a community of gray?
As Mira and her neighbors discover, more than you might
ever imagine! Based on the true story of the Urban Art Trail in
San Diego, California, Maybe Something Beautiful reveals
how art can inspire transformation—and how even the smallest
artists can accomplish something big. Pick up a paintbrush
and join the celebration!

Farm Journal
A Witch's Journey - 2013
Jacqueline Woodson's National Book Award and Newbery
Honor winner, now available in paperback with 7 all-new
poems. Jacqueline Woodson is the 2018-2019 National
Ambassador for Young People's Literature A President
Obama "O" Book Club pick Raised in South Carolina and
New York, Woodson always felt halfway home in each place.
In vivid poems, she shares what it was like to grow up as an
African American in the 1960s and 1970s, living with the
remnants of Jim Crow and her growing awareness of the Civil
Rights movement. Touching and powerful, each poem is both
accessible and emotionally charged, each line a glimpse into
a child's soul as she searches for her place in the world.
Woodson's eloquent poetry also reflects the joy of finding her
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voice through writing stories, despite the fact that she
struggled with reading as a child. Her love of stories inspired
her and stayed with her, creating the first sparks of the gifted
writer she was to become. Includes 7 new poems, including
"Brown Girl Dreaming". Praise for Jacqueline Woodson: A
2016 National Book Award finalist for her adult novel,
ANOTHER BROOKLYN "Ms. Woodson writes with a sure
understanding of the thoughts of young people, offering a
poetic, eloquent narrative that is not simply a story . . . but a
mature exploration of grown-up issues and selfdiscovery."--The New York Times Book Review

The Ladies' Home Journal
Walk Two Moons
Maybe Something Beautiful
The People's Home Journal
Chambers's Journal of Popular Literature,
Science and Arts
Super Attractor
Tap into your innermost desires and deeply rooted knowledge
with this beautifully designed interactive dream journal and
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interpretation guide that includes over 20 prompted entries.
The included black satin sleep mask with sleeping eyes
design will help you block out stimulants and calm yourself for
a good night's rest. Dreams are the window into your
innermost self, and through them you can learn more about
your subconscious feelings, increase your self-awareness,
access your creativity, and learn how to be guided by your
inner wisdom. All these benefits to dreaming, understanding
our dreams, and learning their meanings and more are
unlocked with this journal. Dreams are never straight forward.
When you're in the playground of the subconscious, nothing
is as it seems. Were there houses? Water? A search or a
chase? These are all coded messages from your
unconscious mind that are meant to help you solve problems
that plague your conscious mind. Journal prompts will guide
you through the type of dream you're having, the meaning
behind the strong images that resonate with you once you're
awake, and different common symbols to look out for. Basic
themes and symbols and their meanings are described at the
beginning of the journal as well as different ways to interpret
the same dream. For those who have recurring dreams,
anxiety dreams, or nightmares; possible explanations and
solutions are offered. Tips on how best to recall your dreams
and prep yourself before bed are also given for people who
have a hard time getting their mind to quiet down. Guided
journal pages will help you get the most out of your dream
interpreting. Daily dream recording is recommended because
the recurring themes you find will help you unlock the inner
workings of your mind. Great for first-time dream recorders
and seasoned dream explorers alike, every dream entry helps
pave the way for a more fulfilling life where the questions of
your subconsciousness are answered.
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Eliza Cook's Journal
A bewitching journal filled with prompts and quotations from
the imagination of worldwide #1 bestselling author Leigh
Bardugo. "We learn to wring magic from the ordinary.” Find
the magic in your life with this year-long journal. On every
page you will find an introspective question to respond to, or
an evocative quotation from the novels of the Grishaverse—a
magical world created by bestselling author Leigh Bardugo.
Open your windows to the moon, write down what each
prompt or quote conjures in your mind, and let this journal
guide you through 365 days of magical self reflection. This
gorgeously designed journal includes foil accents and a
ribbon bookmark. An Imprint Book

The American News Trade Journal
From soulful self-reflection to boisterous jubilation, harness
the changing energies of the moon and start living the life
you’ve always wanted. This journal will show you how. A
beautiful hardback, complete with a pearlescent foil finish and
ribbon marker, offering daily, weekly and monthly astrological
guidance, affirmations, rituals and journal excercises
alongside space to record your journey of self-discovery.
Adapt your lifestyle to the phases of the moon and align
yourself with the universe to live your life to the full every day.

Brown Girl Dreaming
The Sun and Moon Journal
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Moon Journal
A Witch's Journey - 2013: A Journal, is the perfect writing
companion to your regular Book of Shadows. Beyond simply
being a date book, A Witch's Journey offers the practitioner a
complete journal experience by offering a page for every day
of the year. Beginning with Aries on March 21, 2013 and
ending with Pisces on March 20, 2014. A Witch's Journey will
help you chart your magickal progress through the twelve
signs of the zodiac, while monitoring the lunar phases and
signs of each day and the perfect way to journal your daily
work as a witch. *Keep track of your day-to-day magick and
spiritual progress. *Beautiful solar and lunar calendars for
quick and easy reference. *Large 7 x 10 inch pages for easy
writing. *A page for every day of the year. *A total of 394
pages. *Contains suggestions on How To Use This Book.
*Meditation suggestions for the phases of the Moon.
*Astrological and lunar information listed for each day. *The
perfect daily writing companion to your Book of Shadows!

Chamber's Journal of Popular Literature, Science
and Arts
Nikki McClure's beautifully detailed illustrations divide this
lovely baby journal into sections celebrating the first 1,000
days of life, from the story of birth to jumping into her first mud
puddle. Modeled after the journal the author started when her
son was born, the sections focus on recording a child's
interaction with the natural world, including baby's first tree,
moon, and garden.

Muse with the Moon
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A journal for teens

Chambers's Journal
The only guided journal of its kind, Dreamer's Journal is a
vibrant, visual exploration of dream symbols that provides
anyone with the resources to record and interpret their
dreams. Filled with information about common dream
symbols and plenty of room for journalers to write and draw
out their dreams, Dreamer's Journal is a timeless keepsake
for those who want to analyze their dreams. Opening with a
short introduction to the science of sleep and dreaming, the
journal then features a list of prompts to think about as you
record your dreams in the pages that follow. Complete with a
dream dictionary organized by theme (think animals, places,
occupations, etc.), this journal will be a go-to for anyone
looking to find meaning in their dreams.

Wreck This Journal
Journeys inside the mind of Lou Arrendale, an autistic man,
who is asked to undergo a new, experimental treatment
designed to cure autism, as he struggles with the question of
whether or not he should risk a medical procedure that could
make him "normal." Reprint.

Their Eyes Were Watching God
Through My Eyes
Special limited duct tape cover edition of the internationally
bestselling phenomenon with over 7 million copies sold!
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Paint, poke, create, destroy, and wreck--to create a journal as
unique as you are For anyone who's ever had trouble
starting, keeping, or finishing a journal or sketchbook comes
this expanded edition of Wreck This Journal, a subversive
illustrated book that challenges readers to muster up their
best mistake- and mess-making abilities to fill the pages of
the book--or destroy them. Through a series of creative and
quirky prompts, acclaimed guerilla artist Keri Smith
encourages journalers to engage in destructive acts--poking
holes through pages, adding photos and defacing them,
painting pages with coffee, coloring outside the lines, and
more--in order to experience the true creative process. With
Smith's unique sensibility, readers are introduced to a new
way of art- and journal-making, discovering novel ways to
escape the fear of the blank page and fully engage in the
creative process. To create is to destroy. Happy wrecking!

Dwight's Journal of Music
Tuesdays with Morrie
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